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About This Game

Beyond Divinity is the follow-up to the award-winning Divine Divinity. Soul-forged with a Death Knight, your fate is to spend
the rest of eternity bonded to this creature of evil, unless you can undo his curse...prepare for your greatest adventure!

This new re-mastered version offers support for Windows 7 and higher resolutions.

Key Features:

An RPG of Epic Proportions: Experience an adventure that will last you over 60 hours, filled with tons of non-linear
quests and offering an enormous world to explore, spread over 4 story acts. And if that’s not enough for you, you can
always enter the Battlefields - a randomly generated universe filled with loot, enemies and new quests.

Classless Character Development: You decide what kind of character you want to be! An open, class-free character
development system with over 30 character traits and 290 skills to learn, including advanced alchemy, craftsmanship,
trap creation and many others.

Work together to emerge victorious: You can seamlessly switch control between your avatar and the Death Knight. In
combat, you can pause the game at will and take your time to issue commands to each party member. Summoning dolls
allows you to increase your party size even further.

Interaction Galore: Discover the enormous amount of objects that can be investigated, traded, used and combined.
Found some empty flasks and picked up some colourful mushrooms? Create potions! Obtained some vile-smelling
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poison? Daub it on your blade or arrow tips: your foes won't know what hit 'em!

Award-winning Soundtrack Enjoy the dulcet melodies composed by Kirill Pokrovsky, the two-time winner of IGN’s
"Outstanding Achievement in Music" award.
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Title: Beyond Divinity
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Larian Studios
Publisher:
Larian Studios
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2004
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I quit the game at Act II. There are too many pointless sub-quests and I cannot hear the terrible voice acting anymore. I went to
youtube for the story. And that's it, I uninstalled the game.. While the game has an interesting combat system, nothing else is
worth your time and the level design is atrocious. Story: 4\/10
Graphics: 6\/10
Gameplay: 5\/10
Audio: 1\/10
Stability: 1\/10

This game has decent graphics for a 2D isometric during its release date. The story is un-compelling and lacking in background
so you do not feel attached to the main characters. There is a large skill system (though not intuitive), but on the highest
difficulty you can only invest skills in combat unless you want a crippled party. The game got VERY grindy towards acts 2 and
3. Midway through act 4 the game crashed so many times I gave up playing. Far and above the worst part of this game was the
cringy, unbearable voice acting. I am only thankful that it crashed out on me before I had to hear one more word come out of
my character's mouth. I do not recommend this game, it has not aged well.
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